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HEALING OF MEMORIES:  AUTONOMY VS. DOUBT AND SHAME  
(AGES 18 MONths–3 YEARS) 

SUCCESSFUL RESOLUTION:  SELF CONTROL AND WILLPOWER; 
Authentic self-empowerment and authentic self-expression 

“I know the way of all things by what is within me.” 
u Lao Tzu 

“When you remember the play that lifted your heart as a child, you will know the heart of God. 
You will understand the motives behind this universal expression.” 

u Ken Carey 

1. State your intention for Lovingly Working Your Process in service to issue resolution,
completing Spiritual Curriculum, and Cleansing the Lens of Your Perception during this
Healing of Memories process. §

2. Identify a recent situation where you experienced yourself as insecure; were aware of
holding on in a controlling way; experienced procrastination; were concerned with the letter
of the law; felt self-conscious or exposed/wanted to sink into the ground; experienced a lack
of confidence; experienced humiliation or shame; felt embarrassed when complimented;
had difficulty making a decision; found it challenging to say no or set limits; withheld your
truth for fear of rejection; or found yourself in over-responsibility.  (You’re encouraged to
choose a situation where you’re aware there is unresolved energy.)

3. Recall the feelings you experienced . . . Give yourself permission to get in touch with your
feelings . . . to feel your feelings . . . and when you are ready, give yourself permission to use
your feelings as a vehicle . . . Your feelings can actually become a strand of energy that
spans time . . . Stay with your feelings . . . follow your feelings . . . let them take you back to
the very first time you remember feeling that way . . . It’s safe to let yourself feel the feelings
. . . Allow them to come forward . . .

4. When you connect with the experience that comes forward . . . take a look around . . .
What’s happening? . . . Who’s there with you? . . . Give yourself permission to reconnect
with that experience and with the little one inside of you who lived through it . . . It’s safe to
observe what happened . . . It’s safe to feel what you felt . . . And if deeper feelings are
surfacing . . . that’s fine . . . allow those feelings to come up . . . It’s okay . . . You’re safe here
. . . There’s a  lot of love and support here for you.

5. What are your feelings about this experience(s)?  Give yourself permission to explore,
experience, and express your emotions.  Give your feelings a voice in service to your
Healing and Liberation.

6. FAC:  Provide a safe space in which you encourage your partner to honestly share their
experience and feelings.  Communicate with Compassion and Acceptance of your partner
and their feelings.  (Use the Soul-Centered Basic Skills including Seeing the Loving Essence;
Heart-Centered Listening; Asking Open-Ended Questions; Perception Checking; Exploring,
Expressing, and Accepting Feelings; Reflecting Feelings; etc., in responding to your partner.)
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7. Did you judge yourself or others—or the situation?  If so, what judgments did you make?  
8. Move into your Heart . . . and reverently and prayerfully ask for Spirit’s assistance in 

resolving and dissolving any unresolved material within your consciousness associated 
with this issue/pattern for your Highest Good. 

9. When you’re ready . . . forgive yourself for any judgments you placed against yourself, others, 
or the situation.  Move into your Essential Loving Nature where Empathy and Compassion 
reside, and gently and Lovingly bring forward Compassionate Self-Forgiveness.  “I forgive 
myself for judging myself (or X) as     (withholding my truth, humiliated, 
having difficulty saying no for fear of being rejected, having difficulty setting limits and 
boundaries or for not having clear “yes’s” and “no’s,”or lacking confidence, etc.) or judging 
myself (or X) for feeling     (self-conscious, self-doubt, indecisive, over-
responsible for other people’s feelings, responsible if someone is upset with me, incapable of 
doing things on my own, guilty, shameful, etc.).  I forgive myself for judging the situation as  
    (humiliating, etc.). § 

10. While focusing your Awareness in your Essential Loving Nature, gently and tenderly bring 
Empathy and Compassion to the part or place inside where there is hurt or emotional pain.  
Flood that part with Loving energy.  Breathe Loving into all levels of your consciousness 
and into any places in your body where the judgments and emotional pain have been 
stored releasing them into the Light of Living Love.  § 

11. When you’re ready. . .  forgive yourself for buying into any limiting beliefs, deeper 
underlying misinterpretation of reality or misidentification.  “I forgive myself for buying 
into the limiting belief/misinterpretation/misidentification that      .”   

12. When you’re complete with Compassionate Self-Forgiveness, explore what the “truth” is.  “The 
truth is      .”  (The “truth is” statements are opportunities 
to reframe the limiting beliefs, misinterpretations, etc.) 

13. Deepen and soften in your tenderness and Compassion as you are being with yourself 
inside your Self.  Move into the Wisdom, Compassion, Creativity, and resourcefulness of 
who you are in your Authentic Self.  When you’re ready, tell the younger one/s inside, “I 
love you,    .”  Share prizing and appreciations with yourself.  § 

14. FAC:  Gently close your eyelids . . . taking in a slow deep breath . . . and now . . . release that breath 
opening your Heart and receiving Spirit’s Blessing.  And when you’re ready, repeat after me:  

I ask that a Blessing of Light . . . Loving . . . Self-Acceptance . . . Self-Compassion . . . and 
Compassionate Self-Forgiveness be placed within my consciousness . . .  
And through my family lineage—past, present, and future . . . 
In service to intergenerational Healing for the Highest Good of All Concerned . . .  
I also ask that this Blessing flow through my consciousness . . . through all time . . . and all of 
my existences . . .   
Releasing . . . cleansing . . . and clearing judgments, misinterpretations, and 
misidentifications that I have made . . . I am letting them go . . . 

FAC:  And now . . . through your already open Heart . . . breathe in the Light of Living Love . . . And 
receive Healing Grace . . . remembering you are the Presence of Love . . . Worthy and Lovable . . . capable 
of Learning . . . a Divine Being having and using a human experience for the purpose of Awakening. 

15. When you’re ready . . . acknowledge and appreciate yourself out loud for your Strength of 
Heart, your willingness to grow and learn, to bring Loving to the places inside where there 
has been emotional pain and judgment in service to Healing of Memories . . . to Awaken 
into your Authentic Self, and to know yourself as the Presence of Love.  § 

  
 

“Doubt is a pain too lonely to know that faith is his twin brother.” 
u Kahlil Gibran 

“Faith is a knowledge within the heart, beyond the reach of proof.” 
u Kahlil Gibran 
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Sharer’s Notes from this trio process: 

#7.  Judgments, Limiting Beliefs, Misinterpretations of Reality, Misidentifications, etc: 

              
             
             
             
             
             
              

#9.  Key Compassionate Self-Forgiveness Statements:  

              
             
             
             
             
             
              

#12.  The Truth Is Statements:  

             
             
             
             
             
             
              

§ Epiphany(ies):  
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AUTONOMY VS. DOUBT & SHAME (AGES 18 MOS.—3 YRS.) 

SUCCESSFUL RESOLUTION:  SELF-CONTROL AND WILLPOWER; 
AUTHENTIC SELF-EMPOWERMENT AND AUTHENTIC SELF-EXPRESSION 

Autonomy is described as 1) the quality or state of being self-governing; especially the right of 
self-government; and 2) self-directing freedom and especially moral independence. 

Doubt is described as lacking confidence in or an uncertainty of belief or opinion that often 
interferes with decision-making. 

Shame is described as 1) a painful emotion caused by consciousness of guilt, shortcoming, or 
impropriety; and 2) a condition of humiliating disgrace or disrepute—a fall from Grace. 

Existential Question: “Is it OK to be me?” 

 AUTONOMY  vs.    DOUBT & SHAME 
a) Independent 
b) Not easily led 
c) Resists being dominated 
d) Able to stand on own two feet 
e) Works well alone or with others 
f) Assertive when necessary 

Procrastinates frequently 
Has trouble working alone 
Needs structure and directions 
Has trouble making decisions 
Is easily influenced 
Embarrassed when complimented 

POTENTIAL ISSUES RESULTING FROM THIS DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE 
1. Difficulty saying “no” to friends for fear of them rejecting you. 
2. Challenges in setting limits and boundaries. 
3. Difficulty stating how you feel based on fear of rejection or humiliation. 
4. Feeling smothered when someone tries to get close. 
5. Feeling inadequate if a friend is upset and cannot make them feel better—  
 over-responsibility. 

The question, “Is it OK to be me?” gets answered between the ages of two and four.  The 
question of “Can I do things myself or am I reliant on the help of others?” is also front and 
center.  This is related to the identification of self as worthy or unworthy. 

As the child gains control over eliminative functions and motor abilities, they begin to explore 
their surroundings.  The parents still provide a strong base of a security from which the child 
can venture out to assert their will.  The parents’ patience and encouragement helps foster 
autonomy in the child.  Children at this age like to explore the world around them, and they are 
constantly learning about their environment.  Awareness is essential and care very necessary at 
this age while children may explore things that are dangerous to their health and safety. 

At this age children begin to express and develop their first interests.  For example, a child who 
enjoys music may like to play with a digital device or musical instruments if they are available.  
Children who enjoy the outdoors may be interested in animals and plants.  Highly restrictive 
parents, however, are more likely to instill in the child a sense of doubt and reluctance to 
attempt new challenges.  As toddlers gain increased muscular coordination and mobility, 
toddlers become capable of satisfying some of their own needs.  They begin to feed themselves, 
wash and dress themselves, and use the bathroom. 

This is also the stage of development where children are becoming increasingly independent and 
want to gain greater control over what they do and how they do it.  They then demonstrate the 
need to do things independently, such as picking out what they will wear each day, putting on 
their own clothes, and deciding what they will eat.  While this can often be frustrating for parents 
and caregivers, it is an important part of developing a sense of self-control and personal autonomy. 
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If caregivers encourage self-sufficient behavior, toddlers develop a sense of autonomy—a sense 
of being able to handle many situations and challenges on their own.  But if caregivers demand 
too much too soon, refuse to let children perform tasks of which they are capable, or ridicule 
early attempts at self-sufficiency, children may instead develop shame and doubt about their 
ability to handle the situations and challenges of life. 

REMEMBER, THIS IS A POLARITY.  AT ITS EXTREME, EITHER POLARITY IS OUT OF 
BALANCE.  FROM A SPIRITUAL PSYCHOLOGY PERSPECTIVE, SUCCESSFUL 
RESOLUTION OF THE TWO POLARTIES CAN BE SEEN AS AUTHENTIC SELF-
EMPOWERMENT AND AUTHENTIC SELF-EXPRESSION. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


